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Abstract
Diabetes (Type 1 and 2) is a chronic metabolic disorder impacting both the mind and the body of the individual. The impact on the mind
includes emotional, social, cognitive and psychosocial wellbeing of the individual. Thus, diabetes management must not only focus on the impact
of the disease on the body but also understand its cognitive, psychological and lifestyle implications.

Given the negative impact of the stress on both the mind and the body, stress screening and management must be incorporated in diabetes
management. This review explores stress, its impact on physical and psychological wellbeing in the context of diabetes management. Evidence is
presented on the challenges related to measurement of stress and its negative impact on the wellbeing of the individual. Based on the comparison
(complexity, scalability, etc.) between measurement of stress and wellbeing, the review highlights the importance of screening for wellbeing
using simple psychological wellbeing measurement tool (WHO-5) and its usefulness in providing the framework for assessment of conditions
such as stress, depression, etc.
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Introduction
In the 21st century, the focus on disease has shifted from
infectious diseases to non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such
as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, cancer
etc. due to increase in mortality from NCDs (also referred to
as chronic diseases) as compared to infectious disease [1].
Lifestyle choices such as poor eating habits, physical inactivity,
central obesity, family history, alcohol and tobacco consumption
etc. are the key risk factors for chronic diseases including
diabetes [2]. Chronic diseases claim anywhere from 65 to
70% of all deaths globally. Such disease conditions are often
connected with psychosocial stress, emotional challenges and
cognitive decline. Studies have estimated that average 9 to
23% of the individuals who had one or more chronic physical
disease had comorbid depression (based on assessment of
245,000 participants from 60 countries) [3]. Studies have also
validated the probability of having depression is significantly
higher in individuals with chronic disease as compared to
those who had no chronic physical disease. Recent evidence
also highlights the role of stress in chronic disease (this could
be due to environment or emotional stress or even poorCurr Res Diabetes Obes J 11(4): CRDOJ.MS.ID.555820 (2019)

quality sleep) [4]. This review focuses on diabetes, stress and
the need for measurement of stress and the wellbeing (which is
negatively impacted by presence of chronic disease conditions
and stress).

Diabetes and Stress - Evidence and Implications

For diabetes, the scientific evidence confirms the impact
of stress on the onset and also on glycaemic control and
quality of life [5-8]. Diabetes, similar to other chronic disease,
also impacts the emotional health of the individuals (an
individual with diabetes is twice as likely to have depression
compared to normal healthy controls) [9]. This indicates a
two-directional relationship between diabetes and stress. As
a result, identification of acute or chronic stress in high risk
individuals (such as those without diabetes but with metabolic
syndrome components) or in individuals with diabetes (and
its complications) is very important. Following sections briefly
define key components of stress, how it impacts wellbeing,
cognitive functions and challenges involved in the measurement
of stress and wellbeing.
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Stress and Wellbeing
Stress (a nonspecific response of the body to any demand
for change) has two components (1) the causes such as
environmental stress or life events or lifestyle choices such as
poor sleep or too much work related burn-out and (b) the effects
- subjective reaction of stress that may include assessment
(based on individual’s perception) and emotional response [10].
In other words, stress, its causes and impact on each individual is
complex and involves understanding of multiple situations and
parameters. For the purpose of this review, it is clear that stress
measurement involves understanding of the environment (or
stimulus as perceived by the individual), individual’s own stress
response mechanism & perception/interpretation and finally
the biological impact on the physiology and cognitive functions
(including sleep quality, memory, focus, etc.). Additional factors
to consider include whether the stress is acute or chronic,
individual’s coping mechanism, social support, etc.
Wellbeing is an important element of health since physical,
mental and social wellbeing together constitute good health
[11]. This review focuses on “wellbeing” as compared to the
Quality of Life (QoL) since QoL is a more comprehensive
attempt to objectively understand the quality of life made up of
subjective wellbeing of various aspects of life such as physical,
social, emotional and so on [12,13].

Any form of stress, chronic diseases such as diabetes or its
complications negatively impacts wellbeing in multiple aspects
of life resulting in reduced QoL [14]. While the quality of life
declines due to presence of chronic disease, the life expectancy
continues to increase even in chronic disease conditions because
of better education, self-management tools, quality of. Hence,
for better management of disease and quality of life, it is
important to identify the prevalence of stress and how it impacts
its individual.

Measurement of Stress and Wellbeing

Measurement of stress is a complex process, however,
as discussed earlier, it can be simplified into three steps (1)
Understanding of the environment which triggers the stress
such as job, marital status, environmental risks such as poor
air quality of noisy neighbourhood (2) Measurement of how
the individual perceives stress such as psychological stress
measure (Psychological Stress Measure or PSM-9 tool, as an
example) and (3) physiological measurement of stress through
pathophysiological changes including how the stress impacts
cognitive functions (brain), body or central/peripheral nervous
system [15-17].

For measurement of wellbeing, many tools are available
such as WHO-5 wellbeing index by World Health Organization
or General Health Questionnaire-GHQ-12 questionnaire [18,19].
This review focuses on WHO-5 (Figure 1) due to its simplicity
and broad-based usage in many disease conditions [20]. Several
studies on diabetes subjects using WHO-5 have confirmed the
usefulness of this and its ease of use for both type 1 and type 2
diabetes [21-23].
For physicians or healthcare professionals, there are two
possibilities (1) measure stress, its causes and subjective
impact and deal with the complexity or (2) measure subjective
wellbeing to screen the individuals needing further attention
(e.g. to measure depression or presence of stressors after initial
screening). The review of evidence indicates that WHO-5 is a
useful first step towards identifying any potential wellbeing
challenges and based on the outcome further follow-up studies
such as measurement of depression or stress can be pursued
[24]. For example, it is possible to pursue evaluation for
depression based on a cut-off score of WHO-5 and this would
make it easier to save time while obtaining useful insights
about the wellbeing with awareness that increased stress of any
kind would negatively impact the wellbeing. Diabetes studies
comparing depression inventory and WHO-5 have also validated
this (e.g. WHO-5 score of <13 or 52% is likely to indicate the
need for depression screening) and the finding consistent with
WHO recommendations [20].

Discussions

Figure 1: WHO-5 Wellbeing Index questions [18].
Note: The raw score is calculated by totaling the figures of the
five answers. The raw score ranges from 0 to 25, 0 representing
worst possible and 25 representing best possible quality of life.
To obtain a percentage score ranging from 0 to 100, the raw
score is multiplied by 4. A percentage score of 0 represents
worst possible, whereas a score of 100 represents best possible
quality of life [18].
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The review of evidence confirms the impact of stress as a
risk factor for diabetes and for the management of diabetes and
its complications. Stress is a complex concept and is difficult to
identify, validate and address. Moreover, the evidence confirms
that reduction of stress can help in better management of
glycaemic index [25]. Based on the evidence of the impact
of stress on various chronic diseases including diabetes, it is
important to screen for stress to improve diabetes management
and also enhance the quality of life. Needless to add, there are
many complexities involved in identification, measurement and
management of stress. Since stress negatively impacts well-being
and quality of life, a perspective on measurement of wellbeing
could provide useful insights about the possible presence
of stress. This approach could provide a useful screening
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mechanism to identify whether there is a need to probe further
for depression or presence of stressors and so on.
The concept of wellbeing provides a perspective on the
quality of life. This approach of measuring wellbeing provides a
different paradigm for understanding the presence of stress (and
also its impact on the wellbeing). The evidence supporting the
use of WHO-5 to measure wellbeing and also to identify possible
presence of depression makes a compelling case for the use of
WHO-5 (i.e. measure wellbeing) instead of measuring stress.
Based on the findings of wellbeing screening, further effort
can focus on identification of emotional challenges including
possible identification of stress related issues including sleep
quality, trauma, depressive tendencies and so on. In other
words, the simplicity of WHO-5 wellbeing screening and its
ability to identify possible presence of stressors or emotional
disturbances provides a useful framework to the physicians as
compared to measurement of stress or mood or depression at
the onset.
It would be useful to add that the health care professionals
could still use stress surveys to identify environmental stress,
personality profile tests to understand the resilience of the
individual to the stressors and psychological surveys to measure
the perception of stress. However, the approach of wellbeing
measurement first appears to be more meaningful, easy to use
and provides a powerful alternative to measurement of stress
(including causes, perception and impact on the body and the
mind).

Recommendation

The review recommends a simple, 5-questions based tool
(WHO-5) developed by World Health Organization for screening
for wellbeing and also for probing the presence of stressors in
diabetes subjects. By measuring wellbeing using this tool, it
is possible to understand the wellbeing of the individual and
a lower score could be an indication for possible screening of
depression or the need to understand the role of stress. Thus, by
using this simple tool, it is possible to not only measure wellbeing
but also identify possible presence of additional psychosocial
stress or emotional vulnerability of the diabetes subject.
The simplicity (self-administered, easy to analyse,
translation into about 30 languages), the availability of
evidence (in psychology, chronic disease and diabetes subjects)
further demonstrates the credibility of this tool in both clinical
management of diabetes and its complications and also for
scientific studies. Moreover, the increasing prevalence of
diabetes (and other chronic disease) and resultant impact on
cognitive functions provides a compelling framework to identify
the presence of potential stressors (including lifestyle choices)
and this is where WHO-5 provides a powerful framework for
screening.
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